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Operational excellence for
emergency services

W

e are entering a
revolution in public
safety, defined
and driven by the
adoption of missioncritical mobile broadband networks for
first responders. The complex flow of
information during an emergency often
reveals gaps in the process – limited
and semi-compatible warning systems,
the lack of full situational awareness
or real-time feedback from responders
and citizens on the ground, along with
impediments to precise tracking and
coordination between command centres
and emergency services on site – all of
which could be improved for a faster,
more precisely targeted response.
Fortunately, the next-generation
networks now coming online offer
advanced services designed to radically
improve alert systems and enhance
overall operational efficiency by
incorporating voice, text, photos and
even video input from citizens. This
enables a new level of operational
excellence driven by the ability to
capture, analyse, and act on real-time
data, resulting in faster, optimized
public safety operations to save lives and
property when every moment counts.

From sirens to smartphones
We are all familiar with the wail of
sirens alerting us to a nearby emergency.
These traditional systems have saved
many lives over the decades but are
considered legacy technology today.
Using digital Public Warning System
(PWS) services, government agencies
now can broadcast timely, authenticated
emergency information to potentially
millions of mobile phones, helping
citizens take appropriate action to
protect themselves and their property.
Most of us have experienced these
mobile phone alerts, and you might
assume they already are deployed in
most developed countries, but that’s
not the case. In fact, many regions
have not yet adopted SMS for public
safety, spurring governments to enact
new regulations to encourage and
speed up its rollout. At political level,
Article 110 of the European Electronic
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Communications Code (EECC) makes
it even mandatory for all member states
of the EU to deploy public warning
systems using telephone networks by
June 2022.
Any agency looking to ramp up
adoption should carefully compare and
consider the key factors that can impact
operational efficiency. The baseline for a
fully optimized PWS alert system is one
that responds to emergencies in near
real-time with geo-targeting – providing
essential information and instruction to
the population at risk in a specific alert
area, including non-residents.

Assessing today’s PWS
EEffective PWS solutions can be best
supported by utilizing one or more of
three solutions that leverage the massive
coverage and adoption of mobile
phones: emergency call applications,
location-based short message services
(LB-SMS) and cellular broadcast
(CB). Following is an overview of the
strengths and drawbacks of each:
Dedicated emergency call
applications: Dedicated applications
allow delivery of rich multimedia
content, but they have limited reach
because users need to download the
app on their smartphones to access the
service. Additionally, not all people have
a smartphone, or would have installed
the appropriate app (particularly
tourists). Dedicated apps also can take
up to a day to disseminate critical
information.
Location-based Services
(LBS): These determine the precise
geographical location of a user’s
device using network registration
data, allowing applications to provide
essential information to the target group
of people who should be informed.
Advantages include universal support
among all devices independent of the
model, native device capability that does
not require installation or configuration,
and the ability to provide information
about the number of people and their
movements during an emergency.
However, there are drawbacks: These
solutions, based on SMS, can deliver
a few thousand messages per second,

but can’t necessarily reach everyone
instantaneously. LBS operations can
slow down during heavy network
activity common in emergencies,
due to the additional network loads
typical during those critical periods.
Text size also is a limitation, leading
to segmentation; and SMS could be
spoofed, leading to integrity issues.
Cell Broadcast (CB): This standardsbased technology enables government
and public safety agencies to securely
transmit an emergency alert of natural
or man-made disasters to mobile
handsets in a specified geographic area
in near real time, regardless of the size
of the area and the subscriber’s carrier.
Although country-level cell broadcast
service (CBS) certification is required
for mobile devices, and a few very old
phone models may be non-compatible,
CB can facilitate alerts in near realtime to all mobile devices within the
targeted geographical area, even if the
mobile network is congested, with these
additional advantages:
• Immediate delivery (within a few
seconds) of important alerts to
everyone
• Not affected by network congestion
• Standards-driven
• Highly secure, ensuring the integrity
of alerts
• A distinguished display of alerts on
handsets
• High alert accuracy by mapping to
targeted area
• Allows larger text sizes
• Ready for evolution to multimedia
alerts
Given these attributes, it’ s clear that
CB provides a superior approach for
optimizing operational services and
results — overall the best solution
for PWS.
These solutions aren’t mutually
exclusive, and governments should
consider supporting them with other
technologies. Fortunately, Nokia, a
top market leader in PWS with almost
30 references worldwide, provides
a CB-based solution that can easily
integrate other PWS components, such
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as government alert gateway, to provide
turnkey solutions for both authorities
and mobile service providers.

Better citizen input with
NG 112/911
A related key area of improvement
for public safety is the introduction
of next-generation (NG) IP-based
multi-media services to emergency
call infrastructures, such as 112 in
Europe and 911 in North America.
Currently a vast majority of emergency
call services only support voice,
essentially squandering the rich incident
assessment, response and situational
awareness capabilities that could be
provided through the huge number of
citizens with smartphones that can send
text, photos and video. These points
of input will be augmented by the
expected massive rollout of connected
sensors from CCTV; environmental,
smoke and audio monitors; and other
“smart” devices that make up the
expanding Internet of Things (IoT)
landscape. All of these connected
devices will further enrich the
information delivered to Public Safety

The next-generation networks
now coming online offer advanced
services designed to radically improve
alert systems and enhance overall
operational efficiency...
answering points (PSAPs), helping them
detect and respond to emergencies more
quickly.
To support this evolution, Nokia
offers IP Multimedia Services (IMS)
to route any kind of information
to the most relevant PSAP. Callers
can transmit voice, pictures, video,
enhanced messaging and other rich
multimedia data from fixed or mobile
networks, routing each one to the
nearest PSAP with precise location
information. This technology already is
largely deployed among communication
service providers, where it simplifies
the interconnection in between
their networks and emergency call
routing infrastructure. It also supports
features defined by emergency
services organizations such as the
North American Emergency Number

Association (NENA) and the European
Emergency Number Association
(EENA) to guarantee proper
interworking with all PSAP equipment.

While settle for less than
excellence?
The bottom line is that emergency
services now can benefit from powerful
next-generation communication
architectures and tools on par with
capabilities of the commercial world.
This will guarantee that rich, critical
communications can flow quickly
among citizens and first responders,
assuring a new era in operational
excellence for protecting life and
property. When every moment counts,
why settle for anything less?
For more information, visit our
website: nokia.ly/publicsafety

Smarter networks for
faster emergency response
Visit nokia.ly/publicsafety
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